“Unusual, innovative
and always captivating—
Montréal’s culture is
a fundamental part
of its international
brand image.”
Marie Montpetit
Minister of Culture
and Communications, responsible
for the Protection and Promotion
of the French language
Michel Leblanc
President and CEO, Board of Trade
of Metropolitan Montréal

CREATIVE

LET THERE BE LIGHT!
The idea of creating a Quartier des spectacles
first arose at the 2002 Montréal summit. The
goal was to ensure that culture had a significant place in the heart of the city. From the
beginning, the goal of this major urban revitalization project was to create an incomparable,
world-class cultural destination and provide
Montrealers with an attractive district for
residential use and daily life. The Partenariat
du Quartier des spectacles was created the
following year.
At the Rendez-vous 2007 – Montréal, métropole culturelle, the three levels of government
committed to funding major work in the Place
des Arts district. Since that time, several public
squares have been created (including place
des Festivals, Le Parterre and la promenade
des Artistes), and many cultural projects were

completed (le 2-22, La Maison symphonique,
Wilder Espace Danse, etc.).
The Quartier des spectacles offers more
than 80 cultural spaces, including 30 performance halls offering more than 28,000 seats,
40 festivals held throughout the year, and 8
animated public places. In addition, more than
40 cultural activities are held each day (that’s
thousands a year!), with 1.6 million spectators
year in, year out. The district has become a
major hub for training, creation, production
and presentation related to cultural, media
and digital work.
The Plan lumière du Quartier des spectacles has led to the development of about
30 performance spaces and the creation of 9
sites for video screening. As well, the highly
imaginative visual identity created by Axel

Morgenthaler (in collaboration with Ruedi
Baur and the Intégral Jean Beaudoin firm)
has been deployed, dispersing 800 red points
in the square kilometre of the district.
This effort has led not only to general admiration; it has become a source of pride
for Montréal. The Quartier des spectacles
attracts journalists, researchers, architects
and creators from around the world. They are
interested in its architecture, powers of attraction in the heart of the city, or its function as
a gathering point for the metropolis. Its inventiveness and quality of light, as well as its urban
design efforts have been featured numerous
times in articles appearing in the international
press: in France, Germany, Switzerland, South
Korea, the United States, etc.

Trouve Bob (Find Bob) by Champagne Club Sandwich on the Grande Bibliothèque
Photo: Martine Doyon, Quartier des spectacles
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MONTRÉAL KNOWS
HOW TO PARTY!

Montréal has been a circus city for many years.
It has seen the birth of several circuses that
have become emblems of our culture, such as
the Cirque du Soleil, Cirque Éloize, Les 7 doigts.
So it was natural that, in July 2010, Montréal
became the setting for the first Complètement
cirque, a circus arts festival that gathers people
from all over the world. From year to year this
grand popular event has become increasingly
celebrated, attracting a public of amateurs and
connoisseurs thanks to its high-quality international performers.
From its first edition, in 2009, Zoofest has piqued
public interest. Inquisitive and innovative, the
festival focuses on emerging talents in theatre,
dance, cabaret and humour. Zoofest is often the
venue for artists’ first public performances. Its
recipe for success: zany creators and unusual
performance spaces, not to forget spectators who
are curious—and loyal! OUMF, created in 2011,
takes over the Quartier latin at the end of the
summer for a few days of fun before the seriousness of the back-to-school period. It’s a festival
that brings together young talent and seasoned
performers in the street arts, humour and music
who offer a panoply of artistic activities that are
as innovative as they are instructive.
Montréal is also the city of music, as demonstrated by many festivals. For example, two events
celebrate the musical diversity of the metropolis. Created in 2005, M pour Montréal highlights breakout musical talent. And then there
is Mundial Montréal, which has been North
America’s largest rendezvous for world music
since 2010. These festivals are the setting for
fruitful interaction and collaboration between
the local and international music scenes; they are
cultural manifestations that involve artists from
Canada and the entire world. In addition to the
typical musical events, professional meetings,

Impulse a collaborative creation by the firms Lateral Office,
and CS Design, together with EGP Group
Photo: Ulysse Lemerise/OSA Images

The “city of festivals” well deserves that name.
Circus arts, music, humour, street art, visual arts,
games—there’s something for all tastes! Since
2007, Montréal has seen an explosion of festivals
that are not to be missed. Ask for the program!

debates and workshops in the presence of representatives of the international music industry
are held.
Montréal is not just a festive city where people
like to have fun— it’s also a place to learn. That
is why the Bibliothèques de Montréal, in collaboration with TD Bank Group, offers the Montréal
joue festival, which has grown increasingly
popular over the years. During the school break,
video games, board games and role-playing are
offered to young and old, amateurs and fanatics,
in the 45 public libraries as well as several
other locations. It’s not surprising that so many
Montrealers throw their hearts into the hundreds
of free playful activities available.
Finally, two festivals are devoted to the visual
arts. Festival Mural started modestly in 2012,
but since then has built an international reputation. In June, urban artists, muralists and painters
meet for this grand holiday of colour. In this way,
internationally renowned creators mark their

Chromatic
Photo: Guy L’Heureux
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passage through Montréal, and the city becomes
a huge open-air exhibition.
Each year, Festival Chromatic moves to a
different iconic location in the city (a hangar in
the Old Port, the chalet atop Mount Royal, etc.)
to present the work of Québec and Canadian
artists, in addition to well-known international
artists, in order to stimulate encounters between
various communities. Both professionals and the
general public are invited to discover visual and
interactive installations, musical performances,
etc. The famous Nuits Chromatic, with various
DJs and virtual reality experiences, keep participants up very late. In 2018, the ninth edition will
take over the École des Beaux-Arts de Montréal.
All these activities make Montréal a festive
and joyful city, a great place to live. With all
due respect to Hemingway, Montréal is also a
movable feast!

SELECTED WORK
Autoportrait, by Nicolas Baier, was created for the 50th anniversary of
the construction of Place Ville Marie. It was installed on the Esplanade
of the complex in 2012. Meeting room furniture, all in polished stainless
steel, is enclosed in a glass box. Included are a conference table, video
projector, office chairs, not to mention the wastebasket and eyeglasses of
architect I. M. Pei (who designed Place Ville-Marie).

Monumental or small-scale, classical or contemporary, public art can be
found in plazas, buildings and parks, bringing art close to citizens. Here
is a review of 10 works of the last decade. They are part of the thousand which can be found all over the city, making Montréal an immense
open-air museum.
ART IS EVERYWHERE
Public artwork can be found in many different neighbourhoods and
districts. Used by neighbourhood residents and all Montrealers, parks
are a particularly important place to provide the art experience.

Stephen Schofield’s Où boivent les loups was installed in the heart of
the Quartier des spectacles, along rue Jeanne-Mance, in 2016. Arranged
around white concrete platforms, the five bronze and aluminum elements
explore different hand gestures of human figures, presented in various
positions. These sculptures evoke the performing arts: theatre, music,
street fairs, circus, etc.

The work of Jean-François Cooke and Pierre Sasseville has a humorous
bent. The duo has exhibited in Québec and Europe. In 2011, the city
acquired Le mélomane , a comical bronze sculpture representing an
ostrich sticking its head into the horn of a gramophone. This amusing
homage to the occupants of école secondaire Joseph-François-Perrault,
who study music, is installed in the park adjacent to that high school.

Temporary art is also increasingly present downtown. An example is
the suspended sculpture hanging above Jardins Gamelin, 1.26 , the work
of American artist Janet Echelmand. It is comprised of an immense
coloured net, lit at night, that interacts with nature’s elements. Created
in 2015, the work was exhibited in several cities around the world before
arriving in Montréal. It alludes to the 2010 Earthquake in Chile, which
shortened the day by 1.2 microseconds.

Jacques Bilodeau, visual artist, and landscape architects Claude Cormier
+ Associés (CC+A), designed and created a masterful landscape sculpture
running 47 metres. It evokes the rapids of the River which borders the
park in which it is located, parc des Rapides, in LaSalle. Integrated into
the landscape, Au grand dam is composed of 40 white marble or concrete
sequential elements, juxtaposed or inclined. Visitors can sit on them or
walk around them, admiring the light, whose intensity varies depending
on the time of day.

CITY GATEWAYS
Now public art greets citizens and tourists as soon as they arrive
in Montréal. The BGL artist trio, comprised of Jasmin Bilodeau,
Sébastien Giguère and Nicolas Laverdière, are exceptional contributors to contemporary art in Québec. As part of the transformation of
the Henri-Bourassa/Pie-IX intersection in 2015, BGL installed the giant
19-m-high wheel composed of elements resembling the outline of a bus.
Manufactured from aluminum, stainless steel and plexiglas, La vélocité
des lieux is the most monumental artwork created by the trio.

Art can also be found in unexpected places, such as hospital complexes.
Representing two clasped hands, Havre , by Linda Covit, was installed
in front of the McGill University Hospital Centre in 2014. The painted
aluminum of this piece interacts with natural light. In the evening it is lit
in magnificent shades of blue and green. In the atrium of the Children’s
Hospital, an 11-metre-high bear balances on a sphere. Michel Saulnier’s
Je suis là ! invites parents and children to discover how the light changes
at different times of day and night. Like a night-watchman looking over
them, the bear is designed to provide young patients with calmness,
confidence and courage.

The work of Manon De Pauw, Incubateur, is on view at Montréal-Trudeau
Airport. It’s an impressive metaphor, which portrays the creative spirit
and vitality of Montréal. The work is a figure in paper, lit from the interior
by a coloured light and photographed on a black background. The piece
is enhanced by pulsating light which generates an intimacy that contrasts
with the voluminous airport terminal.

PROMENADE URBAINE
Downtown has not been left behind. L’Oeil , Montréal artist David
Altmejd’s first bronze sculpture, was unveiled in 2011. Representing
an angel, it stands in front of the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. This
magnificent artwork, standing 4 metres tall, has become an emblem
of the city.
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From top to bottom
Jacques Bilodeau and Claude Cormier + Associés inc., Au grand dam , 2016
Photo: Guy L’Heureux
Stephen Schofield, Où boivent les loups , 2016
Photo: Guy L’Heureux
Cooke-Sasseville, Le Mélomane , 2011
Photo: Michel Dubreuil

YOUR HEAD IN THE STARS
The audacious design of the Rio Tinto Alcan
Planetarium (by Cardin Ramirez Julien and
Ædifica), which opened in April 2013, marked
a crucial moment in the development of Space
for Life. With the addition of the planetarium, it became the largest natural science
complex in Canada. Integrating major principles of sustainable architecture, the planetarium was the second building in Montréal to
obtain LEED Platinum certification, the highest
level in North America.
In addition to a green roof, a remarkable
aluminum facade and natural materials and
lighting inside, the Planétarium Rio Tinto Alcan
is innovative in its approach to astronomy.
Two theatres offer poetic and scientific experiences, and interactive exhibitions provide a

better understanding of the universe. The
Planetarium also hosts many activities, for
example roundtables and conferences on
digital technology and citizen participation. In
2014, it was the site of the creation of a premier
digital work: thanks to Chorégraphie pour des
humains et des étoiles , visitors are invited to
illuminate stars and re-create the movements
of the cosmos, through an ingenious digital
system created by the duo Mouna Andraos
and Melissa Mongiat, of Daily tous les jours.
They are also responsible for 21 Balançoires in
the Quartier des spectacles.
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Mouna Andraos and Melissa Mongiat (Daily tous les jours),
Chorégraphie pour des humains et des étoiles , 2014
Photo: Geoffrey Boulangé

Photo: Jimmy Hamelin

WHEN GREAT MINDS MEET
The C2MTL international conference is a unique event, born in Montréal
in 2013. It invites business leaders and innovators from around the world
to stimulate their creativity in order to face the changes arising in their
fields of activity.
The conference is a place for inspiring reflection, and about 5,000 decision-makers and creators from the business and arts worlds tackle new
trends and the disruptions and transformations that shape our era.

Photo: Sébastien Roy

C2MTL offers a chance to converse with Steve Wozniak, cofounder of
Apple Computer; cogitate with Jean-François Bouchard, director of
creation for Cirque du Soleil; discover the Montreal Institute for Learning

Algorithms (MILA) accompanied by its director, Yoshua Bengio; and cross
paths with the decision-makers of major companies such as Facebook,
IBM, Michelin, etc.
Over three days, master classes, conferences, innovative brainstorming experiments, practical workshops, networking activities and
artistic performances provide an opportunity to compare knowledge
and expertise, opening the door to new ways of doing things. It’s also
an opportunity to benefit from the experiences and innovations of
everyone—reinventing the art of doing business!

Marshmallow Laser Feast & Dpt., Presstube and Headspace Studio, Une vague colossale , presented during KM3
Photo: Cindy Boyce

OPTICAL ILLUSION
The Laboratoire numérique urbain (LNU) technological infrastructure is
unique in the world. It covers the entire Quartier des spectacles and is
comprised of a fibre optic network connecting public spaces so that festivals
and events can offer visitors audacious cultural adventures As a venue for
research and experimentation, LNU established two projects that perfectly
illustrate the incredible possibilities offered by digital technology.

association with the British collective Marshmallow Laser Feast (MLF). From
the Quartier des spectacles to the Phi Centre, participants see themselves
caught up in a flow of dreamlike images that are modified at their will or by
the actions of other visitors. Unique, magical, and troubling.
Also, during a concert by the rap group Dead Obies, about 15 cameras were
installed inside and outside MTelus. The filmed images were broadcast live
on a giant screen at the rear of the stage, directed by a video controller
at the Phi Centre. Clearly LNU’s digital inventiveness opens an infinity of
development perspectives.

Now that the Phi Centre is connected via fibre optics to the Quartier des
spectacles network, a new dimension has been added to the virtual reality
experiences available in the city. Une vague colossale is one of the first
interactive virtual reality installations presented in a public space. This digital
project was born in the imagination of several well-known Québec agencies (studio Dpt., James Paterson/Presstube and Headspace Studio), in
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Artwork by Studio Baillat
BIAN

A DIGITAL ARTS FESTIVAL
Imagined by the organizers of the Elektra Festival and the Association
pour la création et la recherche électroacoustiques du Québec,
the International Digital Arts Biennial (BIAN) held its first event
in 2012.

In 2016, the Biennial’s themes were “art done by machines, for machines”
and “the effects of the development of artificial intelligence on arts and
culture”. This event brought together numerous artists, as well as more
than 30,000 visitors.

The world’s only biennial focusing on installation art, it takes over more
than 30 spaces in the city (museums, galleries and artists centres) to
present the nec plus ultra of local and foreign digital art.
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El Mac, La Mère créatrice , 2016
Photo: Véronique Duplain

DEPLOYING ALL THE COLOURS
OF THE CITY
and passersby. But the originality of intervention in the urban space can
be at an even greater scale. Since 2015, sleeping giants have occupied the
roofs of several Montréal buildings. Like several other international cities,
Montréal has welcomed about a dozen of the sleeping giants, the work of
French artists Ella and Pitr (Ella Besnaïnou and Loïc Niwa). They are gigantic
frescoes painted on the roofs of buildings. To admire them, you’ll have to
consult satellite images on the Internet.

Murals are part of Montréal’s cultural and visual identity. Just as they transform the urban landscape and Montrealers’ relationship with their environment, they are also a tourist attraction for many visitors.
Some of them mark important dates. For example, for the 50th anniversary
of the National Theatre School (NTS) in 2011, painter Richard Morin created
Les conteneurs , a mural that adorns one of the walls of the school on avenue
Laurier (at the corner of rue Drolet). The figures portrayed represent the
different disciplines taught at the NTS. In order to mark the 125th anniversary of the Old Brewery Mission, artist Annie Hamel, assisted by a team
of apprentice muralists, transformed the facade of the Patricia Mackenzie
Pavilion. Completed in 2014, Éclosion —which covers the entrance of the
building with flower motifs and bouquets—makes the site inviting for the
homeless women helped by this organization. These two pieces were initiatives of MU.

Many of the murals feature women. The portrait done by American artist
El Mac (Miles MacGregor) on rue Saint-Hubert is a good example. Called
La mère créatrice , this mural produced by Diffusion A.G.C. presents a
woman holding a paintbrush, which symbolizes the force of female creativity.
On avenue Papineau, in the Rosemont–La Petite-Patrie borough, a mural by
Mateo (Mathieu Bories) is named Penser à prendre le temps . Created in
2015 by Société de développement environnemental de Rosemont (SODER),
it presents a woman whose eyes are covered in a black blindfold, on which
is written the Spanish word más (more). With a finger to her mouth asking
for silence, she invites reflection. As part of the 2016 edition of the MURAL
Festival, Montréal artist Five Eight created a portrait of a young woman
on rue Saint-Cuthbert. The mural includes a neon tube beside the woman,
tinting her face red—a rich play of light that demonstrates the artist’s mastery
of his craft.

TRANSFORM THE URBAN EXPERIENCE AND PUBLICIZE
LOCAL TALENT
While these murals present quite different aesthetics, they are closely integrated into their urban and architectural environment. As part of the MURAL
Festival, and in collaboration with the Partenariat du Quartier des spectacles and the Société de transport de Montréal (STM), Swiss artist Maser
transformed the Saint-Laurent metro station entrance building. A painted
structure enveloped the building, greatly modifying its architecture. During
the summer of 2016, the mural transformed the experience of metro users

Engloutie , a work by MU on view on rue du Collège (in the Saint-Laurent
borough), shows a woman blown away by a breath. The representation of
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movement is an integral part of this mural painted in 2015 by artist Rafael
Sottolichio. It is located near a metro station and the Cégep de SaintLaurent—where the artist obtained a diploma in the plastic arts. In 2012,
muralists Axe, Dodo Ose, Fluke and Zek One, of the A’Shop Montréal
collective, created Quand je serai grand, je serai un enfant . Located at the
corner of boulevard Décarie and rue Sherbrooke Ouest (in the Côte-desNeiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough), it shows a young child sitting
surrounded by his toys, which magically float in the air. In 2016, the same
collective created Le cycliste d’Hochelaga , on rue Sainte-Catherine, at the
intersection of rue Joliette. Produced in collaboration with the Table de
quartier Hochelaga-Maisonneuve, this colourful mural represents several
elements of the district.
There are many other murals to discover on the city’s walls. All you need to
do is look upward…

From top to bottom
A’Shop collective, Quand je serai grand, je serai un enfant , 2012
Photo: Kris Murray
MU, Annie Hamel, Éclosions , 2014
Photo: Olivier Bousquet

“KEEP MOVING, THERE’S A LOT TO SEE HERE!”
This is a free translation of the amusing slogan
of the ephemeral art exhibition organized by
the Quartiers du canal commercial development company. It took place on rue Notre-Dame
Ouest, which was closed off for an enormous
renovation project. Frédéric Loury, founder of
Art souterrain and the festival of the same name,
designed Déviation , a three-part artistic project.

Artistic installation by
Marc-Antoine K. Phaneuf

First, an exhibition of contemporary artists took
over the windows of vacant stores. Then, artistic

installations were placed on the construction site
itself, directly inspired by the work: garlands of
traffic cones on the facade above a butcher shop
(created by Philippe Allard), a hijacking of street
signs that went viral on social networks (MarcAntoine K. Phaneuf), and photos by Canadian
artist Diana Thorneycroft printed on industrial
banners. Finally, performances, musical concerts
and mural painting enlivened public spaces, and
facilitated encounters among citizens.

As a result, crossing through the construction site
became an amusing and agreeable adventure, so
that the dust and noise were forgotten. When art
becomes a sort of balm to soothe the daily grind.

THE STRATA OF A FORMER QUARRY
With the opening of Montréal’s soccer stadium
(located in the Complexe environnemental de
Saint-Michel), Géologique , a public artwork by
Patrick Coutu, was unveiled.
Winner of the 2014 art competition, Patrick Coutu
is an internationally renowned Montréal artist.
His work has been acquired by major Québec
and Canadian museums, as well as by private
collectors in Canada, the United States, France
and Great Britain.

This monumental sculpture harmonizes with
the architecture of the stadium (designed by
Saucier + Perrotte and Hughes Condon Marler
Architects) —comprised of a wood structure and
with a glass envelope on four sides. The horizontal aspect of the sculpture is reminiscent
of the strata of the former quarry where it is
installed. Comprised of 4,800 weathering-steel
tubes, whose arrangement creates shadows and
gaps, it rises more than 10 metres. The force of

Patrick Coutu, Géologique , 2017
Photo: David Giral
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its aesthetic line, which evokes a rocky peak,
highlights the zinc roofing of the stadium. It is a
felicitous union of materials and colours.

Géologique is an addition to the municipal
public art collection. It is an example of the will
of Montréal to make art accessible to everyone,
sports fans or not!

MONTRÉAL, CITY OF LIGHTS
The 375th anniversary of Montréal enhanced the
city’s reputation by presenting luminary projects
that testify to the creative genius of Montréal
artists, developers and designers. Among those
recognized around the world are Moment
Factory, Daniele Finzi Pasca and Lemieux Pilon
4D Art. Most of these productions have become
legacies and continue to illuminate Montréal
daily life.
The flagship project of the 375th anniversary of Montréal and the 150th anniversary of
Confederation was the illumination of Jacques
Cartier Bridge. It was, without a doubt, a great
success. Connexions vivantes is an interactive
light show that changes colour depending on
the season—from springtime green to summer
orange, then red in the autumn and ice blue in
the winter. The lights also change in intensity
depending on the city’s moods and events. This
ambitious and innovative example of cutting
edge high-technology enhances the architecture
and structure of the bridge. An icon of the city of
Montréal, Jacques Cartier Bridge now shines with
all its might and becomes the first “connected”
bridge in the world. A masterpiece by Moment
Factory and six Montréal multimedia creation
studios: Ambiances Design Productions,
ATOMIC3, Éclairage Public/Ombrages, Lucion
Média, Réalisations and UDO Design.
Moment Factory was also responsible for an
immersive visual experience in the Notre-Dame
Basilica. A multimedia spectacle in three acts,
Aura highlights the architecture and artwork of

the basilica in an explosion of colours, light and
music. A grandiose celebration of the beauty of
this religious edifice.
The first edition of Illuminart, launched during
the festival Montréal en lumière, took place
in February. A veritable holiday of light, similar
to the one held in Lyon, this year’s guest city.
The show heated up the winter thanks to 25
interactive technological light works (including
six from Lyon, one from Australia and one from
the Netherlands), which were distributed along
a three-kilometre path in the Quartier des spectacles and the Ville-Marie borough. Installations,
illusionist projections (called mapping videos)
and sculptures—including 10 that were the
collective effort of Montréal students—demonstrated once again how digital creativity reigns
in the city.
Starting in May, Montréal presented the multimedia show Montréal Avudo in the Old Port.
Designed by Daniele Finzi Pasca, it told the
history of the city through its River, in a dreamlike and poetic universe. Illustrations, animations
and archival images were projected on screens of
water arranged around the bassin King-Edward,
near the Montréal Science Centre, as well as on
columns made of a pile of hundreds of containers.
The music, composed by Maria Bonzanigo, was
recorded by the Orchestre métropolitain and
Les Petits Chanteurs du Mont-Royal.

Cité Mémoire was created by Michel Lemieux
and Victor Pilon, in collaboration with playwright
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Michel Marc Bouchard. They were inspired by
the events and people who have marked the
history of Montréal. A legacy of Montréal’s
375th anniversary, the production included four
new tableaux. Firstly, the Grand Tableau Cité
Mémoire provides an overview of 375 years of
history in images, music and light, projected on a
wall of the palais de justice de Montréal. Further
along can be found Jeanne Mance , fighting for
the survival of the outpost of Ville-Marie. And
L’hôtesse de l’Expo 67, which reminds us of the
major issues of that era. Finally, La Grande Paix
de Montréal presents the governor, Louis-Hector
de Callière speaking about the Huron Chief and
the peace treaty between Indigenous Nations
and the French in America, signed in 1701.
Then, on December 31, a grand collective feast
was organized at the marché Bonsecours as a
treat for lovers of traditional Holiday dishes.
This was followed by a huge party that transformed the Old Port into a dance floor thanks
to a concert that included Mes Aïeux, Daniel
Bélanger, Vincent Vallières, Pierre Kwenders,
Laurence Nerbonne, Les Deuxluxes and DJ
KXO. Fireworks and the magnificent lighting of
Jacques Cartier Bridge ended this year of festivities on a high note.

From top to bottom
Finzi Pasca, Avudo , 2017
Photo: Viviana Cangialos
Photo: Moment Factory
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GRAND HISTORICAL EPIC TELLS MONTRÉAL’S STORY
Hochelaga, Land of Souls is the sixth film by François Girard,
director of The Red Violin, Thirty Two Short Films About Glenn
Gould and other cinematographic projects. It features a young
Mohawk archaeologist, played by Samian. Following the opening
of a sinkhole at the Percival Molson Stadium, he conducts research
that takes him back in time to discover traces of different eras: the
1837 Rebellion, the founding of New France, and the 1535 visit by
Jacques Cartier to the Iroquoian village of Hochelaga.

Max Films
Photos: Marlène Gélinea Payette

Recounting more than 750 years of history, this magnificent portrayal
of different identities recognizes the role that First Nations played in
the foundation and evolution of Montréal. This is the first time that an
audiovisual work has addressed the diversity of the original population,
providing a better understanding of Montréal’s “soul”. Released for
Montréal’s 375th anniversary, this ambitious film is a vibrant homage to
Montréal, a welcoming land.
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Photo: L’ÉTAT BRUT

PAUL SUR LE PLATEAU
Paul, is the celebrated graphic novel hero drawn

Royal. Together they create an amusing and

The book, which includes all the panels and anec-

by Michel Rabagliati. His black-and-white adven-

instructive urban walking tour we take with Paul

dotes about the city, was published in November

tures are followed by many readers.

to learn about the history of the city.

2017. This very beautiful publication is a veritable

To celebrate Montréal’s anniversary, the designer

Paul à Montréal was presented at the Toronto

love letter to Montréal, offered by one of its most

created 12 giant comic panels, installed on

Comics Art Festival and in Lyon, one of Montréal’s

different streets and alleys of Le Plateau-Mont-

sister cities, for its festival of graphic novels.
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constant lovers.

